Wheresoe'er thy foot shall go
The minted gold shall lie;
Till thou purchase all below, And want new worlds to buy.
(ll. 57-60) From Pleasure's point of view, then, you are still shopping in a future afterlife.
You are still acquisitive, even imperial, in your consumerist desires. At one level, the Soul's response is standard anti-commercial fare: do not try to trap me in this worldly exchange; my eyes are set on heaven; God will provide whatever I need; I will definitely not be looking to buy new worlds in the afterlife. 4 In other words, the Soul asserts the socially constructed and fundamentally empty nature of worldly valuing. However, there is also a telling portrait of the logic of exchange 
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Excise a monster worse than e'er before Frighted the midwife and the mother tore.
A thousand hands she has, and thousand eyes, Breaks into shops and into cellars pries, With hundred rows of teeth the shark exceeds, And on all trade like cassowar she feeds:
Chops off the piece wheres'e'er she close the jaw, Else swallows all down her indented maw.
(ll. 131-8) 5 The distinction, even contradiction, here is not a reason to abandon Marvell as hopelessly confused on economic matters, or as a cagey political opportunist. Rather, these poems' conflicted account of trade and sale -impossible to perform if you truly own or value something; legitimate social activity worthy of protection against parasitic monarchical intrusion -sheds an important light on early modernity's fraught conception of markets, exchange, and speculative finance. Yet Marvell's verse is not just an historical touchstone in this respect, examining, co-opting, and sometimes challenging the comparative and speculative valuations characteristic of market structures. His poems, both lyrics and verse satires, especially those in the 1660s, advance aesthetic valuations that ultimately oppose comparison and rethink speculation as something more than expansion and growth. Markets are always capable of subsuming aesthetics, turning them into a hierarchized system for the maximization of pleasure or prestige, but Marvell's poetic propensities toward literalization and retirement impede such subsumption. I would argue, then, that Marvell's verse not only reacts to early modern proto-economic concepts, but also anticipates and even challenges modern understandings of the economy, especially our present conceptions of valuation and speculation. 5 There is also something prescient about this depiction of a financial parasite, insofar as it echoes Adam Smith and the early Marx, both of whom arraign the unproductive extractions of feudalism. Marvell's conflicted portrait of trade in these poems participates in a broader seventeenth-century intellectual trend: seventeenth-century thinkers -philosophers, merchants, and proto-economists -are in the midst of trying to figure out what money and value are. In part, that concern is a response to the growing prevalence of markets and market-like mechanisms in England. 6 The problem of sacramental presence may be the conceptual terrain on which fights about linguistic phenomena occur in the sixteenth century, as Stephen Greenblatt maintains, but in the seventeenth century these intellectual debates begin to shift to the conceptual domains of money, exchange, and value. 7 I would argue that
Marvell's conflicted account of trade also matters, beyond the confines of literary study, because it challenges our current exchangist conception of humanity: i.e., the notion that we are all fundamentally exchanging animals motivated by particular interests and proceeding with a valuing matrix at the ready. broader standard against which to measure it. It is also that we must be valuing things, full stop (let us bracket the question of whether such contentions are merely self-interested pleading on the part of a caste of managerial assessors or neoliberal ideologues). This litany of pieties is precisely what I think we should question in our own age, obsessed as it is with the political relationship between sovereignty and markets, as well as the more quotidian evaluative imperatives that travel under the rubric of 'social media'. Marvell's verse enables precisely this type of challenge by denying value to anything capable of sale and interrogating value as our primary way of relating to the world.
My overarching thesis is that Marvell's poems question whether value is a particularly useful concept in the present, in part because value requires too much speculation about future wants and needs, in part because it makes evaluation our predominate contribution to the world. words, withdrawal and retirement are not misanthropic reactions in Marvell's work (or the work of a bigoted revanchist), but an affirmative thesis about the limitations of deliberation, evaluation, and critique -and the modulating comparative mechanisms that ultimately dominate them all. 'Literalization' is a pivotal poetic gesture in this respect: it is not a return to a substantial ground, but the invention of poetic abstraction; just as importantly, it is a withdrawal from the world of metaphorical productivity and metonymic association, a subtraction that is also not an appropriative extraction. In this respect, his poems become an important site for exploring the conceptual and aesthetic roots of emerging market and finance systems, systems of value that triangulate their comparisons and equations through the abstract measure of money.
13 More broadly, Marvell helps us to examine what the poetic world before finance capital can tell us about the real world after finance. 14 Or to put it in more trans-historical terms: are we consigned to being valuing animals?
I argue in what follows that our assumptions about productivity and value seem dubious for a poet like Marvell, who insists not merely on a system of valuation other than that offered by trade and property, but also on the legitimacy of withdrawal from a world that asks little more of us than evaluation. Although such a political explanation for Marvell's characterization of the excise is certainly tempting, the implicit economic argument seems just as important.
Namely, Marvell depicts the excise as a monster that rapaciously feeds not on traditional production or property, but trade, itself an abstract potential, a future use of goods, not the goods themselves: 'on all trade like cassowar she feeds' (l. 136).
We might attribute that characterization to poetic license or political hyperbole -treating tax as the direct destruction of exchange instead of as an indirect result of increased consumer prices -but there remain important economic implications for such a depiction. Perhaps the most notable is the transformation of trade into a type of substance, even a product. 17 Ashworth, 96. 24 For the argument that 'trade' is the term under which matters of wealth and exchange get debated in the seventeenth century, see Hoxby, 5. Hoxby also notes that it is soon after the Restoration that 'speculation' comes to have an economic meaning, right around 1666 (169).
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Thus, I think we should see in Marvell's poetic opposition to the excise an aversion to commercial capital or the expansion of market mechanisms into local domains, despite his avowed support for trade itself. I do not think that Marvell is simply mistaken in his understanding of economics here. Nor do I think that this moment in the poem is a throwaway deployment of traditional parasite imagery. Although 'The Last Instructions' opens with avowed support for trade against monarchical intrusion, the poem ultimately challenges the validity and utility of market value, because such valuations rest on the presupposition that all value rests on a thing's potential (and thus abstract) future market price. In that sense, a system that promises to be about risk, competition, and futurity ends up being nothing of the sort. It colonizes the future with the sameness of evaluation: i.e., there is no such thing as speculation after all. That portrait of the limitations of market evaluations, I argue, reveals Marvell's own fraught relationship to early modern market advances, but also has important consequences for our own understanding of the ubiquity of economic valuation in the present.
'The Last Instructions' concludes by stepping out of the advice-to-a-painter genre and addressing the king, however deferentially and obliquely. That address is important in form (rhetorical and poetic) as well as content. The great danger that evil counselors pose to the nation is that they will separate fictional identities, a series of metonymies explicitly presented as mythological:
Bold and accursed are they that all this while Have strove to isle our monarch from his isle, And to improve themselves, on false pretence, About the Common-Prince have raised a fence;
The kingdom from the crown distinct would see, And peel the bark to burn at last the tree.
(But Ceres corn, and Flora is the spring, Bacchus is wine, the country is the King.) (ll. 967-74)
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The metonymies in this parenthesis outline identities and substitutions, not metaphorical exchanges and expansions. Marvell presents these metonymies as a symbolic series of names so obvious to everyone that it only needs parenthetical recitation. Significantly, literal equations and the replacements that they proffer do not build out to a growing, expanding universe, but rather restrain the very delving between bark and tree that can have only destructive consequences. Marvell's parenthesis does not adumbrate any consequences for these equations. There is no value added to the world because Flora is the spring.
This portion of the poem turns on an image used, at least since the sixteenth century, to indict the divisiveness of merchant activity. For example, Thomas Lever uses delving 'betwixte the barke and the tree' as a figure for merchants' gouging of honest workers. 25 Marvell uses the same image in 'The Mower against Gardens' to figure unnatural dealing:
And yet these rarities might be allowed
To man, that sov'reign thing and proud;
Had he not dealt between the bark and tree, Forbidden mixtures there to see.
No plant now knew the stock from which it came;
He grafts upon the wild the tame:
That the uncertain and adult'rate fruit Perverse and monstrous, but also the act of a sovereign authority, the intervention between bark and tree does not really ruin all the productive, proprietary growth that we might expect from the unadulterated plant. Rather, it just puts it to different ends, in this case confusing the palate of judicious tasters. The perverse parasite or unnatural grafter is not threatening value, but demanding an ever more careful attention to it, as well as its endless proliferation as a second-order phenomenon requiring deliberation (fruitless discussion, but discussion nonetheless). And as almost goes without saying, this catachresis that is nonetheless productive -that is metaphor. The sweet fields lie forgot because, frankly, there is no dispute about them and their value.
In contrast to 'The Mower Against Gardens', 'The Last Instructions' presents getting behind the bark to the tree as the great danger, not because of a resultant deviation from propriety, but rather because all such intervention is a prelude to destruction: 'The kingdom from the crown distinct would see,/And peel the bark to burn at last the tree' (ll. 971-2). In other words, delving into the named essence of a tree risks introducing a distinction between symbol and symbolized that would allow for, even require, a proliferation of value and exchanges. That is, the very structure of penetrating beneath a shell to the more important meat or nugget Marvell, of course, ridicules Waller's panegyric by altering this sequence in two important ways: he changes the list from one of possession to one of identity; the terms in that list cease to be useful tools, like clubs and navies, and are instead only ways of renaming something. I do not think this is mere inconsequential hyperbole on Marvell's part, but rather indicates a general suspicion of the utility of possession:
i.e., owning a tool always implies that one can use it, or refrain from using it. That is, a king who needs to be enjoined to use his powers is at least potentially feckless.
Marvell's metonymies imagine a king who is so literally identical to the larger entity that he 'symbolizes' that his support for the nation is automatic. 27 In other words,
Waller's poem praises the wrong thing: the king's potential power -what he owns and can wield. The danger of such praise is that the tool becomes the master: witness the inversion in which it is the navy that owns the king. Marvell's alteration of this formula replaces ownership with identity so as to avoid such problems of distributive power and the very possibility of exchange: one might be able to sell one's navy, but certainly not one's country.
This concluding passage in 'The Last Instructions' also echoes, with some important differences, Marvell's use of the signatura rerum tradition in 'The Garden'
and 'Upon the Hill and Grove at Bilbrough': that is, the notion that names for things are divinely inscribed. In 'The Garden', the divinely inscribed name does not reaffirm identity against the depredations of evil counselors. Rather, that poem attempts to right a process of misnaming by returning to the fair trees their proper name:
Fond lovers, cruel as their flame, Cut in these trees their mistress' name.
Little, alas, they know, or heed, How far these beauties hers exceed! Fair trees! Wheres'e'er your barks I wound,
No name shall but your own be found.
(ll. 19-24) 27 For the contrary contention, that ' country' here signifies the country party in Parliament -the one opposed to the excise tax -and, thus, makes this line a brand of political nudging, see Wallace, 179.
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'The Garden', then, offers a proper and proprietary naming as the antidote to the multiplying inscriptions of fond lovers, but its speaker also promises a supernumerary wounding: i.e., the speaker does not promise to leave the trees alone, but to supplement them correctly. The metonymic identities that close 'The Last Instructions' possess important differences. First, in the verse satire, they inscribe another name, but do so within the poem, not in the physical matrix of nature. In other words, this poem stages a series of free-floating speculative identifications, not the correction of an inscriptive parasitism present in 'The Garden'. In 'The Garden', the great danger is perversion; in 'The Last Instructions', it is delving itself, the notion that there is something underneath or behind the bark.
The problem that delving poses, then, is not just bad counsel. It is the problem of value itself, that behind or beneath a thing is where its true value resides. That is true of poems and their meaning, just as it is true for any consumer good: a buyer must believe that he knows something that the seller does not -namely, the commodity's true value, unrecognized or unappreciated by the seller. That is where Marvell's aesthetic predilections for literalization reappear with a vengeance. A literal word is a simple, to the point of simplistic, equation, the reduction of a word to its singularly essential components. That is a difficult thing to accomplish, not because of the self-contradictions of the plain style, but because of poetry's own propensity to expansive metaphor and productive evaluation: i.e., its propensity to build out worlds.
These poems' different and evolving deployment of the signatura rerum gesture, then, highlight the ways in which value itself is a parasite, an abstract addition that perverts the otherwise regular functioning of a tree (or a country) or exploits that functioning in some capacity. In other words, this shared deployment shows how the difficulty in locating the threat that parasitism poses to value resides in the fact that value is itself the parasite. The successful parasite, as opposed to the inept thief, finds or creates a value that its host does not recognize or realize, and then extracts this invented surplus, as if it were a symbiotic Samaritan. Even in a poem like 'The Garden', which gives us your standard property argument, Marvell shows us value's implication in the parasitic action: writing names on trees other than their own amounts to a violation of propriety; it is parasitically dangerous insofar as it ignores trees' true ends. Yet that violation is not just the colonization of a tree's true value: it is the imposition of value -again, always imagined as on the road to exchange -as a recording apparatus, the addition of that presupposition about trade to a structure that is purportedly about analytic abstraction. After all, calling an oak 'oak' does not change the tree: it is just as superfluous as are the mythological equations in 'The Last Instructions'.
Even the verse satire's inversion of the symbolic sequence in the final set of terms, country and king, emphasizes this point: country is to king as Ceres is to corn. So the country -the thing -symbolizes the king -the synecdochic name -in the same way that Ceres embodies corn, inside of a fictional pantheon.
When modern criticism finds in Marvell a tendency toward un-metaphor and literalization, I think that it highlights precisely this aspect of his poetics, and his politics: namely, literalization does not mean a return to the more valuable substantive letter, but the acknowledgment that the letter is a valueless creation, an abstraction that is merely there to record. The problem for Marvell, of course, is that recording is also cannibalizing: it transforms, transposes, and otherwise adds value to the real. Calling the oak 'oak' incorporates the tree into a broader linguistic network, itself one of recognized values, and thus weighs it down with yet more relational value. To put it in the terms of political economy, we are laboring under the tyranny of value. When we are not proving our worth to some absent authority, we are organizing the world according to a hierarchy of value and judgment:
i.e., we are using it efficiently, but we are also accounting for it, putting it into tabular form. The way to resist that, if we want to, is not with a return to a more primordial essential property or its analogue, an outsourced standard of evaluation like exchange. Those mechanisms still feed a market mechanism -liberal or neoliberal -in which there is only one universal imperative: not so much 'consume', but 'evaluate'. Marvell's verse recognizes not only that all value is illusory, whether based on utility or exchange, but also that it is impossible to conceive it outside the presuppositions of exchange. Thus, there is more at work in 'The Last Instructions' than political satire. There is not a ready-made means of escaping exchange value in this poem, although I would like to note one important anomaly in that sequence of metonymic identities: 'King' comes after ' country' not merely so that the monarch can occupy the purportedly more substantial position in the sequence, and not only to score a political point for the country party, but also because 'king' rhymes with 'spring'. In other words, the vicissitudes and the aesthetic pleasures of homophony intervene in order to turn 'King' into the more substantial partner, the thing signified.
That is an aesthetic preference that can certainly be yoked to a system of value, valuation, and exchange, but it is also one that impedes the swapping of one thing that one owns for another thing that one does not. Rhyme only makes sense, or feels pleasurable, if everything stays where it is, instead of changing hands and issuing in a broader value-added notion, like harmony. These lines also acknowledge the fundamentally speculative and supplementary quality of all valuation, even within a market system, which requires the projective logic of marginal utility. After all, readers anticipate a rhyme not only because they are used to couplets, but also out of a desire for aesthetic harmony. Marvell, in sum, is trying to think what it means for the future to be something other than the creation, which essentially amounts to the addition, of new values.
III
Marvell's suspicion of comparative evaluative systems and market valuation matters for a discussion of postmodern, late-stage capitalism, dominated by both information and symbolic branding and finance, but not because his verse gives us one more way to slam capitalism. We do not need seventeenth-century verse satires for that.
Rather, his poems offer a challenge to an increasingly centralized and abstract system of comparison, but do so not in the name of preserving a more traditional system of value. Instead of such a reactionary position, Marvell presents speculation as something more creative and more interesting than merely the invention of more value, more goods, more rights, more phenomena that will all ultimately be commensurable. That is an aesthetic question, certainly, about the nature of figuration and comparison, about the limitations of metaphor, and even metonymy.
But it is also a question about the nature of the literal, whether the letter can ever act as a substantial value or ground given its own fundamental abstraction. Marvell's verse satires are decidedly different from his satiric prose.
The rhetorical structure of the latter encodes the impossibility of ever truly vanquishing an adversary, of ever really doing what one claims to want to do.
Animadversion can get you only so far, because the convention requires pointby-point refutation, and thus the reproduction of the very thing you are trying to demolish. In sum, do you ever really exchange one idea for another if you must refute one idea by juxtaposing another to it? That, I think, is one of the By this long haunting so together they are grown too so familiar among themselves, that all reverence of their own Assembly is lost, that they live together not like Parliament men, but like so many Good-fellows met together in a Publick House to make merry. And which is yet worse, by being so thoroughly acquainted, they understand their Number and Party, so that the use of so publick a Counsel is frustrated, there is no place for deliberation, no perswading by reason, but they can see one anothers Votes through both Throats and Cravats before they hear them. Where the cards are so well known, they are only fit for a Cheat, and no fair Gamster, but would throw them under the Table. I even think that this tract's presentation of Parliamentary debate serves as a mockery of deliberation and the journalistic recounting that attends it. For example, Marvell frequently introduces opposing views with a spare marker: 'On the other side, several spoke to this effect' (361). I read this gesture as, in part, a bored indictment of a debate (and a journalism) that amounts to little more than the itemization and cataloguing of conflicting positions.
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claustrophobia of this political domain: a world in which contests are always over the same type of values -power and the resources that enable it -and, thus, are not really contests at all.
Marvell levels the charge of futility at satire, at least in part because it amounts to more evaluative relationships, yet another addition to an economic, political, and social world already teeming with them. What that means for poetry, I think, is that we should rethink how we talk about literature in a public discourse increasingly dominated by economics, a discourse that thinks itself as the real analysis of real value. I would simply suggest that, for Marvell at least, poetry is the real analysis of the limitations, superfluousness, and parasitism of value. Marvell is the poet who consistently attempts to show us that relation is not king. Or rather, that relation, a concept as expansive and vague as neoliberal economics' 'maximization', is a problem precisely insofar as it always aspires to be king. 32 What that means for economics and a leftist politics that wants to challenge its assumptions is somewhat narrower perhaps, but no less important: namely, you cannot fight finance with substance, essence, pragmatics, the true, or the real, because you are still fighting value with value. In other words, you think you are fighting, but really you are just trading.
